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Introduction: Framing the Discussion

Ø Focus on Industry’s first experience of bringing the 2018 FDA BMV 
Guidance into practice

Ø How are the community implementing?
Ø EBF gathered relevant experience from their member companies on 

their interpretation of the guidance and what areas bring challenges
Ø No “complain” session
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EBF Core Members Survey
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Looking at the Data
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Ø Took the top 5-8 topics
Ø Asked for examples of 

how EBF member 
companies have 
implemented 



Reviewed Case Studies and Discussed F2F at 
YEMM
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1. Use of Fresh QCs
2. Fit for Purpose (FFP)
3. Documenting Method 

Development
4. Cross Validation
5. What is pivotal for ISR?
6. Fixed Combinations and 

Specific Drug Regimens



For this Session ….

Ø Presentations on each of the 6 topics
Ø Share the summary of the internal EBF discussions

– Interpretation
– Challenges
– Areas that need clarification and further discussion
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Not for this Session ….

ØAreas of agreed disagreement
– Interference testing
– Almost expired reference standards 
– Biomarkers
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Topic 1: Use of fresh QCs
Ø Guidance:

– FDA
The sponsor should use freshly prepared calibrators and QCs in all A & P runs. Use 
of freshly prepared QCs in all A & P runs is preferred; however, if this is not 
possible, the sponsor should use freshly prepared QCs in one or more A & P runs. 

– EMA
For the estimation of precision and accuracy QC samples should not be freshly 
prepared, but should be frozen and treated the same way as for the analysis of 
study samples. 
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Topic 1: Use of fresh QCs

Glossary of the FDA guidance does not leave any room for any “fresh/frozen” 
interpretation:

Freshly prepared: refers to QC sample preparation (i.e., spiked) on the day of the 
experiment; not frozen before use.

EBF looked at this new requirement in the FDA guidance and discussed 
interpretation between EBF member companies. 

=> We find this challenging
=> How do we as an EBF community manage freshly prepared QCs in 
practice?
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Topic 1: Use of fresh QCs

Questions by EBF community:

Ø EBF community would like to understand the background of this 
requirement as QCs should mimic study samples and all study samples are 
frozen?

Ø If we prepare for global filing we have contradictory requirements when 
applying FDA guidance rather than EMA

If not really mandated, EBF would like to follow EMA, but… 
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Topic 1: Use of fresh QCs

….If really mandated 3 possible ways of managing fresh QCs:

Ø Qualification run using freshly prepared QCs – then step into A&P with 

freshly prepared but one time frozen QCs

Ø First A&P run using fresh QCs, other A&P runs using frozen QCs 

Ø Use fresh QCs for A&P, and for all additional validation parameters use 

frozen QCs (run acceptance QCs)

=> No consensus in EBF 
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Topic 2: FFP - what does it mean, 
and do we align on which studies are in scope?

Ø The fit-for-purpose (FFP) concept states that the level of validation should be 
appropriate for the intended purpose of the study. The key questions listed 
above should be evaluated relative to the stage of drug development. Pivotal 
studies submitted in an NDA, BLA, or ANDA that require regulatory decision 
making for approval, safety or labeling, such as BE or pharmacokinetic studies, 
should include bioanalytical methods that are fully validated. Exploratory 
methods that would not be used to support regulatory decision making (e.g., 
candidate selection) may not require such stringent validation. This FFP 
concept applies to drugs, their metabolites, and biomarkers. 

Ø The EMA Guideline does not make use of the FFP approach.
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Topic 2: FFP – Company A

Ø Interpret “candidate selection” in the context of progression to patient 

studies

Ø All FTIH (volunteer) studies are supported using FFP/SV assays by first 

intent

Ø Where FTIH = FTIP (oncology) we would typically adopt Full (BMV) 

assay validation

Ø All proposed assay validations go through a peer review process prior 

to starting – to agree FFP/SV vs. Full/BMV

Ø Validation Plan written to document nature of the validation, and 

rationale
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Topic 2: FFP – Company B

Ø Pleased that FFP is acknowledged by FDA for the first time but are 
unsure for what studies it can be applied and what level of validation is 
necessary.

Ø PK FFP is and will remain applicable only to Non-regulated pre-clinical 
work; work not in scope of guidance may use FFP e.g. non-primary 
matrices such as tissue and urine.
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Topic 2: FFP

Ø Show of hands at EBF YEMM
(approximately 50 companies)

Ø 1/3 are having similar FFP scope interpretation as Company A
Ø Approximately 2/3 are having similar FFP scope interpretation 

as Company B

→ No real consensus among EBF member companies, but…..
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Topic 2: FFP

Ø Great interest among EBF companies to apply FFP/SV approaches (EBF 
publications and round table session yesterday)

Ø Further discussion needed and clearer guidance appreciated

Ø Industry interprets scope differently from the regulatory perspective, i.e. 
regulators see the filings, whilst industry over-regulates on all phases 
regardless of whether the data used are filed to support pivotal decisions
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Topic 3: Documentation of method 
development 

Ø FDA:

Ø Other regions:
– Not mentioned in any other guideline 
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Bioanalytical method development does not require extensive record keeping 
or notation. However, the sponsor should record the changes to procedures as 
well as any issues and their resolutions during development of the bioanalytical 
method to provide a rationale for any changes during the development of the 
method. 



EBF Case Studies

Ø Development summary in the Validation report which includes 
experiments not performed in the validation such as:  
– MRD 
– Specific critical reagent selection and their concentrations 
– Blood stability
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We discussed as a community and propose 

Documentation of the method development should be left to the discretion of the 
company, unless for late stage clinical methods (e.g. BE studies) but ensure 
traceability

For certain parameters that are only conducted during the method development 
phase, a short synopsis should be included in the validation report

It is not necessary to include a detailed description of all method development 
data in the validation report

This is consistent with Crystal City V discussions

Booth, Arnold et al. (2015)
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Topic 4: What triggers cross validation? How 
do we define ‘different’ methods? 

Ø FDA:
Cross validation is a comparison of validation parameters of two or more bioanalytical 
methods or techniques that are used to generate data within the same study or across 
different studies. Also, cross validation is necessary when sample analyses within a 
single study are conducted at more than one site or more than one laboratory. In such 
cases, cross validation with shared matrix QCs and nonpooled subject samples should 
be conducted at each site or laboratory to establish interlaboratory reliability. Pooled 
incurred samples can be used when insufficient volume exists. An SOP or validation 
plan should define the criteria a priori.

Ø EMA:
Similar language
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Topic 4: Cross validation

Ø Feedback from EBF companies

Ø When?
– Different detection systems concerning specificity (e.g. MS and UV 

detection) 
– Different analytical techniques 
– Different laboratories within a study
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Topic 4: Cross validation

Ø Feedback from EBF companies

Ø How?
– Spiked samples – mean bias from nominal conc. at each level 

within -15%/20% to +15%/20% for each assay/lab 
– Incurred samples (minimum of 20 non-pooled samples), ISR 

type of evaluation (2/3 of samples within 20%/25% of mean)
o Some Informed Consent concerns
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Topic 4: Cross validation

Ø Generally consensus on the minimal triggers for cross validation 
among EBF member companies of when to perform and how to 
perform 
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Topic 5: How to interpret pivotal in the context 
of ISR 

Ø FDA:
ISR should be conducted in all studies submitted in an NDA, BLA, or 
ANDA that provide pivotal data for the approval or labeling of the 
product, regardless of the matrix. 
For instance, ISR is expected for all in vivo human BE studies in ANDAs, 
or all pivotal pharmacokinetic, pharmacodynamic, and biomarker studies 
in NDAs or BLAs. For nonclinical safety studies, the performing 
laboratory should conduct ISR at least once for each method and 
species. 
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EBF Interpretation and discussions

Ø Currently guidance creates confusion
Ø Results in a significant increase in the number of ISR studies 

where there are data to support less
Ø Desire to continue with EMA guidance 

– Special issue in Bioanalysis on ISR
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Topic 6: Fixed combinations
Ø Guidance:

Ø FDA:
For drugs administered as fixed combinations, or part of a specific drug regimen, the 
stability of the analyte should be assessed in the presence of the other drug. The 
sponsor should also consider the stability of the analyte in the presence of other co-
medications that are known to be regularly administered to patients for the indication of 
the drug under development.

Ø EMA:
Similar language
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Topic 6: Fixed dose combinations

EBF looked at this new requirement in the FDA guidance and discussed interpretation  
between EBF member companies 

=>How do we bring fixed combinations and specific drug regimens in practice 

Outcome of the discussion:
Ø Clarity on scope for studies to which this applies creates confusion
Ø Stability of fixed dose combination (one pill with more than one drug) should be 

established 
Ø Stability of the analyte in the presence of other co-medications that are known to be 

regularly administered is considered not feasible. Co-medication should be 
considered, if there is strong reason for specific concern but not in general.
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Summary

Ø Experience of sitting with the new guidance over the last 6 months
Ø Presented the 6 areas with the greatest concerns/ambiguity around 

implementation for the EBF community
Ø We know there will be areas where opinions will differ 
Ø As ever, we look forward to continuing open and science based 

discussions
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